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EDITORIAL

If all your editor can write about is stress (pp-4-8) and
subterranean retreats (pp.9-12) it may be because he has received
no contributions from anyone else for this issue.
The Bulletin
is not intended to be his subsidised vanity publishing.
Don't
let it happen again!
COVER PICTURE: A late-18th or early-19th century view of Brambletye Castle, provenance unknown (bought by the editor at a book
[magnified 200 0/0']
Has anyone seen it anywhere else?
fair).
ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA

References to earlier Bulletins: first two figures Bulletin number, second two figures page number.
BULLETIN 51 (Autumn 1992): We apologise for having, through an
unfortunate misunderstanding, omitted the name of Mrs Cooper from
the list of committee members on p.2.
WALT, PAINTINGS (4605-7,4703-7,5103): The late Mr E.C.Skinner reported paintings of pomegranates and Tudor roses found under
three or four layers of horsehair, etc., when 61 High Street was
restored in c.1950 [Letter to Mr P.D.Wood, 22 July 19671.
The
late Mr R.H.Wood reported painting on the east wall of 30-32 High
Street when demolished in 1968 [0105].
MOATED SITES (5011): English Heritage listed the one at Felbridge as an ancient monument in 1992.
RECENT PUBLICATIONS

Barbara Willard and Charity Maudslay, Talk of the Forest, 1981-90
(The Friends of Ashdown Forest, N.D., 80 n.p., by post £1.10 from
Town Museum or Forest Centre) is an anthology of prose and verse
from the Friends' magazine The Ashdown Forest News with line
drawings by Dorothea Millington Synge.
A delightul mix of archaeology, history, memories, natural history and reflections, imagination and administrative information is the result.
Rather
on the same principle as our Bulletins, anything relevant to the
appreciation and understanding of the Forest seems acceptable so
long as it is reliable.
Bob Ogley, Ian Currie and Mark Davison, The Sussex Weather Book
b9froglets Publications, 1991, hardback £16.95, paperback £9.95)
is an illustrated anecdotal chronicle from 1066 to 1991, neither
meteorology nor history but journalism, drawing extensively on
newspaper reports and having easily assimilable information attractively set out.
East Grinstead gets its fair share of text
and photographs.
Bob Ogley, Doodlebugs and Rockets (Froglets
Publications, 1992, hardback £16.95), in a similar format, is a
more through treatment with the added strength of previously unpublished recollections of numerous ordinary people.
East Grinstead's incident has a page to itself.
NEXT BULLETIN: Autumn 1993; contributions by 20 July, please.

FINAL STRESS:

A CLOSER 1,00K

M.J.Leppard

In Bulletin 51 (Autumn 1992) 1 attempted some discussion of
the phenomenon of stress on the final syllable of many local
place-names in the belief that no such study had been unrtaken
before.
Professor Richard Coates has kindly sent me an offprint
of an article he wrote on the subject in 1979 [1], fifty years
after attention was first drawn to the need to investigate it.
Until my article appeared his was the only consideration it had
ever received in print, although of course the fact had been
noted.
He did not specifically deal with East Grinstead and
some of my evidence was unfamiliar to him.
After reviewing the scanty explicit citations in print of
Sussex place-names said to be so stressed, Coates discusses their
geographical distribution (mainly north of the downs east of the
Adur) and identifies four suffixes which occur most frequently in
Consideration of the linguistic technicalities leads him
them.
to conclude that the phenomenon developed in the 16th century and
has tended to die out since, apart from conscious maintenance and
It thus serves
extension in the Brighton area in recent times.
now as an indication of a certain 'in-status' there.
Though not acknowledged in my article, the last point is
equally valid here; indeed it sings through it and much else in
our Bulletins.
I am not equipped to discuss Professor Coates's analyses
(which he tells me he would modify somewhat today) but I believe
review of a wider range of local evidence from our ancient parish
will strengthen the case for claiming that in East Grinstead the
usage can be traced back to the 16th century in at least some
cases, that it was probably once more widespread than now and
that around the turn of the century it was sufficiently strong to
A glance at similarly stressed names furinfluence new names.
ther afield will sketch a wider context and attempt some partial
Lists of such names will invite challenges and adexplanation.
ditions.
One category of place-name which I did not even mention in
my previous article is such two-word names as Forest Row or East
Court, almost invariably stressed on the second word, for this is
a nationwide feature - Tunbridge Wells, Milton Keynes or Kings
(If Dormans Land is an exception [usage
Cross for instance.
varies] it is one that proves the rule; Dormans Park conforms.)
This suggests a clue to 'hearing' names occasionally written in
old documents as two words though normally found as one, especially if the writer is either a local of no great education or a
stranger writing what he heard (or thought he heard) a local tell
Such
him without the normal written form to hand for reference.*
two-word forms imply (but do not prove) final stress.
The best starting point is the one local place-name we can
unequivocally state, as shown in my previous article, to have
been invariably stressed on the last syllable in the mid-19th
* Examples of the latter (though not relevant to final stress)
are the cartographers' 'Mow Knotty' for Mount Noddy [2] and
Shipyard Pett' for Sheepyard Pit [3].
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century, Brambletye.
When James Bourne was Staying at Kidbrooke
in 1826 painting local scenes he titled one of them 'Hedway at
Brarnber Tye', obviously writing what he thought he heard.
Of
his other Brambletye pictures, however, one bears the usual oneBefore that,
word spelling, the other five are untitled. [4]
although one-word forms predominate, we find Bramble tie and
Bramble tye
Bramble Tye alongside one-word forms in 1567 [5].
There is also
occurs in 1594 [6] and Bramble Tey in 1607 [7].
These
the title to the picture on the cover of this Bulletin.
do not prove anything but at the least they leave open the possibility that the stress on 'tye' goes back to the 16th century, if
not to the first known record of the name in 1086 [8].
One outsider who wrote virtually all local place-names as
two words is the scribe of one of the 1658 parliamentary surveys
of Ashdown Forest [9] but that may be personal idiosyncrasy since
Others,
his colleagues do not do it in the rest of the series.
however, give us occasional two-word forms from the 16th century
onwards, starting with Aske-Platt (now Ashplatts) and Fell Bridge
Heath in the 1579 inquests on hundred boundaries, though since I
have seen only a 19th century copy of an 18th century transcript
Dalyngridge alias Dalyng-Grove
[10] some caution is needed here.
is found in 1592 and Dalingridge alias Daling-grove in 1601-2
Ridge
[ii] and the rationalisation Daniel Ridge in 1795 [12].
Hill occurs alongside one-word forms in 1597/8 [13] and later,
Labor Tye (Lavertye, now Ashdown House) in 1610 [14], Place Land
in 1739 [15] and later, Ash Down Forest in 1774 [16], Holly Bush
in 1776 [17], Frame Post in 1794 [18], Thorn lull in 1834 [1]
Of these
and Horse Shoe Farm and Wales Beech Farm in 1841 [ 2 0].
Dallingridge, Frampost and Thornhill retain final stress today:
and if it had survived so no doubt would Lavertye, since Brambletye shares it with Gravetye and Holtye just outside our borders.
Local writers' two-word forms duplicate some of these names
and add others, starting with Plaw hatche in 1577 [21], Lags Heath
Black Well Lane appears
in 1721 and Lages Heath in 1736 [ 22 ].
on a local surveyor's map of c.1740 [23] but so does Blackwell
Robert Knight the carrier refers to Ember Horn (ImberMeadow.
home) in c.1761-9 [24] and Quay Brook Common occurs in the 1808
The compiler of the first
account of beating the bounds [25].
register of Zion Sunday School, 1811-26 [26], was particularly
given to two-word forms: Ash-Hurst Water 1822, Ash-hurst Wood
1811 and after, Cans Iron 1822/3, Fell-bridge 1812 and after,
Holly Bush 1812 (Holley Bush 1813, Holy Bush 1814/5) , Monks Hill
1812 (also found in later 19th century sources), Sharles Brook
The draft
1813 (but Shalesbrook 1822) and Wales Beech 1818/9.
church rate book gives us Edge Court in 1824 (lledgecourt) and
W..R.Pepper, a local author, has Hind
Thorn Hill in 1826 [2 7 ].
Leaf for Ilindleap in 1885 [28] and Dixon's almanack for 1894 has
Of these fledgecourt, HindWell's Beech for Whalesbeech [29].
leap, Imberhorne, Legsheath, }'fonkshill, Plawhatch and Thornhill
retain final stress today and so might Whalesbeech if it had not
been inundated by Heir Wood reservoir 40 years ago.
Caution is needed, however, in making much of these forms,
Its Ashparticularly those in the Zion Sunday School register.
hurst Wood must be set against the Ashes Wood of the local sur veyor William Turner in valuations of 1836 and 38 [30] and the
fact that the received pronunciation among natives today even

children) is PSTi'ss WOOD.
One would in any event expect Wood to
bear the strongest stress in view of what was said above about
two-word place-names.
Nevertheless, of the 24 place-names considered so far (reckoning Pshurst Water and Ashurst Wood as one), four appear on both
outsiders' and locals' lists and 13 retain final stress today
(including Lavertye and Whalesbeech, which still have to be uttered sometimes in historical contexts) - not that they are invariably so stressed by everyone but that they have been customarily pronounced thus by local speakers in my hearing through the
last 40-50 years and that is how I would pronounce them myself.
Another dozen (included in the list below) have also been so pronounced in the same period.
Eleven of the 24 above, however,
seem to have lost the final stress or have never had it, for the
two-word forms cannot be proof, though they imply a strong possibility.
Of the 24 six are first found in two-word forms in the
the 16th century, one in the 17th, seven in the 18th and ten in
the 19th.
In most cases one-word forms are found in earlier as
If
well as later sources than those for the two-word forms.
there is anything in the two-word argument then it supports Prof.
Coates's tracing back of the usage to the 16th century, even allMore extensive earlier
owing for the vagaries of spelling then.
documentation might supply clues to suggest it is even older (or
might not).
The 25 names which follow are those within our ancient parish which have been customarily stressed on the last syllable
The
over the last 40-50 years and may still be so heard today.
The
earliest date is given for the two-word forms noted above.
earliest known occurrence of the name in any form is given in
square brackets (without references for sources since they are
not part of the argument).
Brambletye 1567 [1086]
Dallingridge 1592 [1271]
Fairlight [1086]
Fonthill [1888]
Frampost 1794 [1597/8]
llackenden [1283]
liammerwood [1794]
Hazelden [1086]
lledgecourt 1824 [1302]
}Terontye [1912]
Ilindleap 1885 [1564]
Homestall [1613]
Hurst-an-Clays [1606]

Imberhorne 1760s [c.1100]
Kingscote [1873]
Lavertye 1610 [c.1200]
Iegsheath 1721 [temp. Henry VIII]
Honkshill 1812 [1597]
Placeland 1739 [1627]*
Plawhatch 1577 [1562]
Ridgehill 1597/8 [1580]
Shoveistrode [1086]
Standen [1086]
Sunnyside [1892]
Thornhill 1826 [1826]

It is hard to know whether it is more significant that five
of these names date back to Domesday Book (out of the 11 it re- cords here) or that four originated after the middle of the last
century. Kingscote, a large house built c.1870 (seemingly named
after a Gloucestershire village) that gave its name to a railway
station built in 1882, Fonthill, a school which brought its name
with it from Wiltshire in the 1880s, Sunnyside, a housing estate
in building in 1892, and Tlerontye, a house built in 1912, all testify to a powerful pressure to stress the last syllable (as noted
* Demolished c.1935, so now heard only in historical contexts
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in the previous article with reference to Ilerontye and the 1894
house Standen).
Whether Fonthill and Kingscote are stressed on
the last syllable in their counties of origin I do not know.
The complete break-down by centuries is: 11th 5, 12th 1,
13th 3, 14th 1, 15th 0, 16th 6, 17th 3, 18th 1, 19th 4, 20th 1.
The comparative abundance in the 16th century and complete dearth
in the 15th is probably only a reflection of the relative quantities of documentation for those centuries locally.
For comparison there follows a list of 31 villages, hamlets,
manors and estates elsewhere in Sussex with customary final
stress, selected on the same principle as the local list above.
It thus excludes some of Prof. Coates's (which is not to imply he
It is not claimed to be exis misinformed) and adds others.
Those marked with an asterisk are within some half
haustive.
dozen miles of East Grinstead and thus the ones about which, from
greater familiarity, I feel most confident.
I can also claim
some familiarity with names in the Brighton area from having
lived and worked there for nine years but it is only the East
Grinstead ones that I have studied.
nstye
Prdingly*
Bexhill
Blackham*
Brickwall
Ch i d ding ly
Copthorne*
Danehill*

Duddleswell*
Etchingham
Gravetye*
llandcross
Herstmonceux
Holtye*
llurstpierpoint
Milland

Moulsecoomb
Pippingford*
Playden
Portslade
Pyecombe
Roedean
Pott ingdean
Saltdean

Seaford
Sharpthorne*
Southease
Southwick
Narninglid
We s th am
Ni thyham*

The following lists are less complete but help build up a
wider picture.
The asterisk is used as above.
Chartham*
Felcourt*

Lullenden*
Puttenden*

Pedhill
Tandridge*

KENT

Chiddingstone
Cowden*
Dungeness
Dunkirk

Edenbridge*
Gravesend
Groombridge*
1arkbeech*

Sheerness
Sma 1 ihythe

ELSEWHERE

Belfast
Foulness

Newham (London) Stonehenge
Redruth
Whitehall

Analysis by meanings and types of names is not for this amateur but a few general observations may not be out of order.
H i ll (even in Bexhill, where it is not the original form),
and,
at least locally here, den might well be added to Prof.
tye
Coates's list of common stressed suffixes.
One feature that may
account for one aspect of the phenomenon nationally is that in
many cases the first element is one of the points of the compass
or an adjective (Sunnyside, Blackham, Pedhill, Smalihythe, Stonehenge - one example from each list) or appears to be an adjective
In the case of Foulness, Sheerness and perhaps
(Fairlight).
Dungeness there is the further reason that they could otherwise
seem to be abstract nouns.
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After all that, the most that can be concluded from the two
articles is that a high proportion of East Grinstead place-names
have been customarily stressed on the last syllable within living
memory and still may be, that in at least one case this was so in
the middle of the last century, that there was pressure in favour
of this usage around the turn of the century and that it is not
unreasonable to believe that some of them could have been so
More evidence is
stressed as far back as the 16th century.
needed relating to East Grinstead's names (no-one responded to
the appeal in the previous article), similar scrutiny in other
parishes (especially neighbouring ones) would be well worthwhile,
and expert analysis of the accumulated data is vital to give it
all more than antiquarian or curiosity value.
REFERENCES:

(E.G. = East Grinstead; E.G.S.B. = E.G. Society Bulletin;
S.R.S. = Sussex Record Society; W.S.R.O. = West Sussex Record
Office)

1 Richard Coates, 'A phonological problem in Sussex placenames', Beitrage
zur Namenforschung, new series, vol.15 (1980), part 3, pp. 299-318
2 See E.G.S. .B. 46 (Autumn 1989), p.9
3 See E.G.S.B. 6 (May 1971), p. 6
4 E.G.S.B. 22 (Sept. 1977), p. 7
5 Duchy of Lancaster special commission [S.R.S. vol.36 (1931), pp.183-861
6 Norden's map of Surrey
7 Kip's map of Surrey
8 Domesday Book
9 no-13 [Sussex Archaeological Collections, vol.23 (1871), pp.254-571
10 Ellis MSS among W.H.Hills MSS (now in W.S.R.O.)
11 Feet of Fines [S.R.S. vol.19 (1914), p.11911
12 Yeakell and Gardner's map of Sussex
13 Buckhurst Terrier [S.R.S. vol.39 (1933), p.471
14 Speed's map of Sussex
15 Feet of Fines [S.R.S. vol.30 (1927), p. 350
16 Map of 14 miles around Tunbridge Wells (Tunbridge Wells museum)
17 Saint Hill estate maps [British Library, c.7.e. 18.(1)1
18 Universal British Directory
19 Map in T.W.Horsfield, History of Sussex
20 Tithe map of E.G.
21 E.G. parish register [S.R.S. vol.24 (1917), p.421
22 M.I. in E.G. churchyard
23 Map of lands late Alfreys [E.G. Town Museum]
24 W.H.Hills, The History of E.G. (1906), p. 146
25 E.G. Observer, 24 Sept. 1965
26 Seen at Zion Chapel, c.1963; present whereabouts unknown
27 E.G. and its Environs, p.101
28 Dixon's E.G. Family Almanack and Directory
29 ex inf. Mr P.D.Wood
Misled by the official guide to
CORRECTION TO PREVIOUS ARTICLE:
It
Lewes I misquoted the 1559 Pelham epitaph 'HEPELL TIIE1'1' .
should be 'REPELL 'EM'.
'lowns like East Grinstead reckon their
AS OTHERS SAW US (1):
greatness by the number of new streets, new houses and lost
fields' - A.A.Evans, Sussex County Magazine, vol.17 (193), p.99

CELLARS IN EAST GRINSTEAD HIGH STREET

M.3.1epDard

We are fortunate that so many of our historic framed buildings have been not only lovingly preserved and restored but also
expertly studied, from the pioneering work of R.T.Mason to the
thorough scrutinies of his disciples, the Wealden Buildings Study
Group.
Our Bulletin has published accounts of several such
Yet very little is ever said
structures or their features.
about their cellars - sometimes nothing - perhaps because in comparison with trusses or mouldings or bonding they keep their
stories to themselves.
Indeed most cellars are pretty nondescript, seldom touched by restorer or interior decorator.
According to Mason 'on the sandstone of the High Weald cellars were provided in most buildings, whether commercial or domestic, from about 1600 onwards'.
He believed they had not been
favoured there in the Middle Ages 'or survivals would be more numerous', citing one at Uckfield and a lost one at East Grinstead.
A walk anywhere in our High Street, however, shows evidence
[1]
If Mason is corof cellars under almost all our old buildings.
rect then they would nearly all have had to be excavated after
According to Mr David Rudling of the Susthe house was built.
sex Mediaeval Towns Project such a procedure would be highly imThe only features to indicate a mediaeval date would
probable.
Where mediaeval
be stone vaulting or the use of Caen stone.
cellars are present they indicate use of the building for trade.
Perhaps Mason supposed all mediaeval cellars were vaulted,
[2]
but if they were not then there is a greater probability that
most of ours could be as old as, or even older than, the buildings which stand above them.
The only East Grinstead cellar to have been discussed (as
opposed to reported) in print is at the rear of 34 High Street
It was first recorded by J.C.
(the western end of Broadleys).
Stenning in 1868 as 'an ancient vaulted apartment, with a groined
roof, the boss at the intersection of the ribs being a shield,
with the arms of the family of Dalyngruge (a cross engrailed),
who were of Bolebrook, in llartfield.'
He says the house was 'no
doubt' built for their use when going to and from home and when
hunting on the Forest. [3]
By 1885 it had 'recently' gone [4],
In 1992 Mr P.3.Gray reported the
or at least the vaulting had.
chamber as the rear section of cellars under the whole building.
'The springing of the vaults can be seen at the top of the virgin
stone walls some 6' above the existing floor.
There is evidence
for a narrow 2' doorway in the south wall of the cellar.
It is
now bricked up.' [5]
The arms, silver with a red cross, were adopted by
the Dallingridges in 1272 when through marriage to the
heiress of the De La Lyndes they took them over, gainThis suggests either
ing Bolebrook the same way [6].
the cellar is no older than 1272 or the De La Lyndes
According to Stenning the Dallinconstructed it.
gridges died out locally in 1469, which suggests the
(Since it lies behind
latest possible date for it.
no.34 and has access from the south, that building's
date has little bearing on the cellar's and is theregore not pursued here.

I)a I yi ri1g
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Mason thought [7] that the careful mention of 'one little
cellar with the vault thereupon builded' at the burgage named
'the fowre Portland' in the account of the former properties of
the Fraternity of St Catherine in the Buckhurst Terrier of 1597/8
[8] must indicate this chamber and that 34 High Street was therefore their Brotherhood Hall, adducing arguments for his interpretation and against Stenning's [9].
However, Mr P.D.Wood's researches have shown that the Four Portland (later known as Nowers) was at the High Street/London Road corner where Lloyds Bank
now stands [1 0 ].
We thus once had at least two vaulted cellars in our High
Street.
The wording of the 1597/8 reference to the latter, 'two
burgages ... Also the Kitchen and barn ... and one little cellar', implies not only a detached kitchen (as found elsewhere in
our High Street) but also a cellar apart from the main building,
as the one at no.34 apparently was.
A possible explanation is
that they were built after the houses were constructed, to meet a
new or unforeseen need, but a new building overground would surely have been cheaper and easier to construct?
Possibly a cellar
was more suitable for wine or other drinks, but we have no record
of either of these structures as an inn (though 36-40 High Street
was in the 17th century).
Perhaps a cellar afforded greater security; Mrs N.Peters reminds me of the tradition that our Protestant martyrs of 1556 were held in the Dallingridge cellar and
burnt in the street in front.
A detached cellar certainly survives behind no.29 High
Street but this may be a reflection of the original street frontage, on the same line as the southern edge of the churchyard and
the grounds of Sackville College, before houses were built out
onto the street, so it could have been under a building when new
[11].
Possibly, however, the 1597/8 cellar was under the main
building.
There was certainly one there in 1883 [12].
Other cellars about which something can be said, either from
personal knowledge or published references, will be considered in
order eastwards along the north side of the street, westwards
A complete list is
along the south side, then on island sites.
not being attempted (though one day that might serve a purpose).
The cellar under the little shop next after the bank served
as an air raid shelter in the last war; the access stairs, brick
wall and concrete roof constructed then still stand and lead now
to a small office. Rock-hewn cellars survive under 61-63 High
At no.75
Street, originally one under the whole building [13].
Mr Norman Pearson avers that the cellar under his cycle shop connects with various old tunnels, now blocked off but partially
discernible.
Across the road at no.86 a brick-built cellar survives under
the central bay, much patched and painted over, with the hearth
Possibly therefore it was consupport coming down into it.
structed at the same time as the chimney was inserted in the
A small window partly visible from the road may
mediaeval hall.
represent access by a chute or steps. [14]
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Frith I S
postcard
70619
1921
showing
opened
entrance
to wine
merchant's
cellar
mentioned
below

Cromwell House and Amherst House both have semi-cellars;
the fall of the ground creates a one-storey difference between
the fronts and the backs of the buildings.
Sackville house has
a large brick-lined cellar.
The cellars at Dorset House were
made into offices at the recent restoration and can be easily
seen from the road because the 18th century rebuilding raised the
ground floor above street level.
Under the hail and under-solar
of the western half of Wilmington House there is a cellar hewn
from the natural rock with good chamfered beams of Tudor fashion
[15].
No.26, a wine merchant's for about a century until recently,
has its cellar extended out to the street by a tunnel under the
pavement to facilitate deliveries.
A metal plate forms the lintel and hinged doors, sloped to fit in with the steps, cover the
This feature
entrance, as can be seen in the picture above.
does not appear in mid-19th century photographs but can be seen
in Frith's postcard 27657 of 1890.
Nos 11 and 12 Middle Row, at the eastern end, both have celNo.
lars that have been fully recorded by the late Mr R.hT.Wood.
ills has partly coursed rubble stone and narrow bricks upon which
seems to have been brushed a hard setting mixture including sand.
Two arched openings, now bricked up, presumably led to storage
On the east
recesses below shop or ground level on the north.
the wall is a good deal patched with modern brick but 'a sort of
pier of sandstone ashlar' barely 2' wide remains roughly mid-way
Its plinths are such as one might expect in external
along it.
walling or buttressing but there is no sure sign of weathering.
Both 11
A plan, profile and photographs illustrate this report.
and 12 have fireplaces in their cellars, which seem to share the
One was an air raid
mid-17th century date of their houses. [16]
wardens' post [17], the other (if memory serves) a shelter.
One other cellar remains to be considered, that at the Town
Hall or Session house in the middle of the street (near the site
of the war memorial) into which people fell when the floor of the
Mr I.D.Margary believed
assize court collapsed in 1685 [18].

building was like the market halls of many towns, supported on
pillars above an open space for trade [19], in which case that
On the other hand
space is the 'cellar', which seems unlikely.
cellar does not have to mean an underground chamber; its oldest
meaning is storeroom, above ground or below, so this 'cellar'
could be a ground floor room.
Since no drawings or plans of the
building have survived, it can only be hoped that one day road
works will uncover foundations or a filled-in underground room.
Perhaps someone will one day find traces of the vaulted cellar of 1597/8, unless that was overground, but it is harder to
believe that a stone-built vaulted overground room would either
be built in the first place or demolished once constructed.
Whatever value all the foregoing may have will depend more
than anything on the response it evokes: details of other cellars, lost or surviving, relevant paralle ls elsewhere, informat'ion or suggestions ontheir construction, dating and use, and
then perhaps synoptic interpretation that will fit them into the
diagnostic typology of features of framed buildings.
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AS OTHERS SAW US (2): As is well known, the poet W.lLDavies
lived here for a while in the 1920s.
Hr D.Could has kindly sent
this verse which he contributed to the East Grinstead Observer
for 26 November 1925, along with complaints about bills repeated
after having been paid and about the fire brigade maroon.
This little town's a purer place
Than any city, rich or poor:
Six thousand slanderous tongues, that's all While London has seven million more.

